The All New Flipgrid Recorder!

Options Menu

- Upload a pre-recorded video clip
- *Mirror Video allows you to mirror or flip your image
- Turn your Microphone off for silent video recording
- Record Screen allows you to record a different tab/window on your device!
The Effects Menu

Frames menu - add creative Frames to your video

Emojis! Access a wide variety of stickers here!

Add Text to your video recordings! Choose from a variety of fonts, styles, & colors!

Boards Menu - select from a variety of boards including a white board & access split screen function!

Use the draw tool to annotate, mark up, or write on your video with DIGITAL INK!

Upload images as Photo Stickers!

Click on Effects to launch the Effects menu!
Filters can be used for a wide variety of purposes in Flipgrid Video Responses! Consider using filters to set a mood or tone for a video response. Use the lego bricks filter or pixel filter for reveals or mystery videos when creating breakout clues or challenges for students. Students who are hesitant to share their voice may feel more confident when using a filter that blurs their face.
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Add even more creative touches to enhance your video responses by adding a frame to the video recording! Sharing a current event, tutorial, or news article (written response) you could use the “Breaking News Frame for that added touch!
DO NOT OVERLOOK THE POWER OF EMOJIS! In the Emojis menu you will find a wide variety of stickers including emojis, people, accessories, reactions, and magic stickers that can be used to express ideas, create a setting, or even demonstrate your understanding! Click on emojis to access MATH Stickers!!! And don’t forget you can now rearrange stickers - sending them to the back, bringing them to the front, mirroring the image and duplicating stickers - perfect for using stickers for math manipulatives!

Who says there is only one way to craft a Flipgrid Response? Students can choose to share orally, incorporate typed text, or record silently sharing only through text on one of the boards! When you select the text menu you will discover you can select from a variety of fonts, change the font type, style of text, and even customize the color of their font!
Participants can flip into Whiteboard or Blackboard mode in order to show what they know, solve scientific or mathematical equations, create engaging stories using stickers (emojis) and/or text and do so much more! Now participants can choose from a variety of boards including colorful boards, lined paper or even graphing paper! Participants can also have the best of both worlds as they can SPLIT their screen revealing themselves on camera on one side and a board to demonstrate their learning on the other!

Photo Stickers unleash a whole new world of creativity for teachers and students - giving teachers the opportunity to incorporate visuals in tutorial or mini-lesson videos, while empowering students to incorporate visuals of written work or creative products when demonstrating their learning! Click on Photo in Effects menu to upload either jpg or png files!